PRESSEMITTEILUNG – PRESS RELEASE
Secondlife - The New Trading Platform for Used WAFIOS Machinery is Online!
Register Now and Place an Ad for Free!
WAFIOS is launching an online trading platform for used WAFIOS wire and tube
bending machines which will be available to commercial users of WAFIOS
machines. The new platform enables customers around the world to advertise their
used WAFIOS machinery for sale free of charge.
The decision to buy a WAFIOS machine is a safe investment for the future, one that
will retain its value for many years to come. With proper care and maintenance, a
WAFIOS machine is virtually indestructible, a fact that is well known on the market.
Owners of WAFIOS machines are able to receive still a lot of money for their used
machinery even after many years of production. This is of particular interest to
WAFIOS customers if they want to upgrade their machinery or if they need new
machines for specific orders.
As of now, the second-hand machinery portal "Secondlife" provides a platform for
commercial users where they can advertise their used WAFIOS machines, built in
1980 and later, free of charge. The Reutlingen-based company provides the
platform but does not act as an intermediary between buyer and seller. To ensure
that the brand's claim to exclusivity is guaranteed and that fake ads are avoided as
far as possible, the advertiser needs to register on the website and indicate the 8digit machine number to place an ad. Advertisers manage their ads themselves,
they can edit or even delete it after a successful sale.
As an additional service, WAFIOS offers customers the possibility to make nonbinding service inquiries about their WAFIOS machines by means of the 8-digit
machine number. Inquiries for service technicians, an online evaluation of the
machine, machine assessments, retrofits, a history of the machine, repairs,
operating instructions, available spare parts and tool lists as well as circuit diagrams
are possible. The WAFIOS customer service checks the availability and feasibility of
the respective inquiry by means of the machine number and sends a non-binding
offer.
The new portal has a responsive design that automatically adapts to the screen of
mobile devices as well as of desktops!
If users have any questions about the portal, for example regarding the placement of
ads or regarding the machine number, they can contact the Customer Service at
+49 (0)7121 / 146 274 or send an e-mail to secondlife@wafios.de.
https://secondlife.wafios.com

Fig. 1 Logo of the WAFIOS second-hand machinery portal "Secondlife"
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Fig. 2 Home screen of the WAFIOS second-hand machinery portal "Secondlife"
(laptop computer)

Fig. 3 Service request to WAFIOS (mobile phone)
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